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1 Introduction 

In a Universal Communication Receiver or UCR, the frequency coverage is very wide ranging from 
2l\l ll z to 2GHz. Hence a. single RF front-end will not be able to cover such a wide bandwidth, and 
it is necessary to implement Sepal"ate ItF front-ends (including antennas) to cope with different 
frequency bands{l]. 

In this paper, a design of a. fronL-end antenna module for 900l"l lI z band is presented. The 
concept is to make an antenna module which includes the front-end filter and RF preamplifier. 
This RF module is enclosed in a metal box on wh ich the antenna is located (see Fig.I). Instead 
of the traditional monopole antenna, a modified illverted·F type has been used for overcoming the 
mechanical drawbacks of an external antenna such as vulnerable to damage. Because the antenna 
height is low, it is expected that its input impedance wiU be small. lIowever, with the antenna 
and the RF circuit designed as a single module, the problem of impedance matching becomes less 
se\·ere. 

Several methods of broadening the antenna bandwidth have been proposed in this paper. It has 
been observed that a conducting plate attached to the antenna module has a ve ry large effect on 
the bandwidth. Further simulation results show that whether this effect is beneficial will depend 
on the mounting position and the size of this plate. 

2 Current Distribution and Pat t erns 

A complete antenna module is shown in Pig.1. The R.F circuit is enclosed in a '20 x:30 x 50(mm) 
rectangular conducting box. The antenna mounted on the box is an inverted-F type[2J combined 
with a rectangular loop. The main features of this antenna module are low profile, polarization 
diversity (three· dimensional), frequency tunable by a loaded capacitor and broad bandwidth. 

This antenna module has been analyzed using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC.2)!3] 
which embodies the method of moments. A wire grid model of this antenna module is shown in 
Fig.2 . The rad ius of the wires used in the wire grid is O.Slmm. In Fig.'l, the ar rows Oll the wires 
represent the current amplltude and direction. 

It is interesting to note that the currents flow in the same direction for parallel wires which may 
reinforce the radiation of the currents in that direction. The current distribution has a maximum 
near the feed point and a minimum at the far end of the loop (looking from the feed point ). Since 
the antenna height is very low (lOmm), the horizontal component of its electric field can not be 
expected to be very high because of the cancelling effect of the box. This call be seen from the fact 
that all currents on the horizontal wires of the box flow in opposite directions to their corresponding 
antenna elements. It has been observed that the current distrib\ltion at the bottom of the box is 
relatively small but not zero . This suggests that the performance of the antenna module will be 
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affected by any additional circuit board attaclled to it. As to be shown in section .1. this effect is 
largely depending on how the circuit board is attached. 

Fig.3 shows the three-dimensional radiation patterns for the vertical and horizon tal compollents. 
The ver tical pattern is simi lar to that of a dipole with a power gain of 1.5C!Bi. It can be scen from the 
horizontal pattern that even though the antenna module has a smalle r gain (-4.9d O) in horizontal 
di rection than in the vertical direction, its radiation pattern is almost omnidirect ional except for 
big degradations at ¢ = 20°,200° and () = 90°. This result suggests that the antenna module will 
wor k well in a personal communication environment where antennas are required to have cross
polarized response. If a higher horizontal gain is desired, the antenna structure should he mod ified 
to eliminate the canceUing effec t of the conducting box to the horizontal component[4J . 

3 Bandwidth 

UsuaUy a small antcnna has a very narrow hand width. For an inverted-F type antenna, its hand· 
width is mainly determined by its height[5]. Previous studies have heen carried out all how to 
increase the bandwidth of an inverted-F type antenna such as mounting it on a conducting box[6] 
or adding parasitic element[7]. But as the antenna module is very small, neither of these methods 
will be practical. Hence in this paper, the follow ing methods have been used. 

As mentioned in section 1, because the antenna and the RF circuit is to be designed as a whole 
module, an added flexibility is to choose the impedance of the RF circuit to optimize the antenna 
bandwidth. As observed in Table I, the maximum bandwidth occu rs not with Ro = son but with 
Ro = 20 I"V 35n for the antenna shown in Fig.I. Here no denotes the RF circuit impedance at the 
terminal connected to the antenna. 

Table l' Bandwidth vs different matching resistance 

Ro(!1) 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 
10(1111,) 1010 1010 1010 1005 1000 1000 995 990 980 
BW(%) 2.2 4.3 5.2 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.3 4.8 

Another method of increasing the antenna bandwidth is to introc\uce a seri es capacitor C on the 
wire segment between the two vertical elements of the invertec\-F antenna. The VSWR for different 
values of C is shown in FigA. The important point to note is that the antenna resonant frequency 
\'aries with C. This suggests that different C values can be used for different radio channels. Bence, 
by tuning the capacitor from IpF to 3pF, the bandwidth coverage will increase from 5% 1.0 over 
10% which may be sufficient for personal communication systems. 

4 Effect of an External Circuit Board 

An important factor influencing t he performance of this antenna module is the effect of adjacent 
objec ts. In this paper, only analysis of the effect of a circuit board auached at the bottom of the 
module is discussed. To model tltis board, we replace it with a metal plate which is modelled as 
wire grids (as shown in Fig.5). 

Table 2· Bandwidth vs conduc ting plate length 

L(mm) 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
10(MHz) 950 950 950 1050 1050 1040 1030 1020 1020 
BW(%) 13 20 20 26 27 18 10 9 8 
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Calculations have been performed for different board sizes and mount ing pOSitIOns. Table 2 
shows that the ba.ndwidth is closely related to the board size. A maximum bandwidth is achieved 
with L~80mm. 

If the board is attached to or separated from the bottom of the module, a large increase of 
the bandwidth is observed. However, jf the board is connected to the module by a wire at the 
corner of the board. the bandwidth then decreases. This can be interpreted by the changes of 
current distribution. As long as the board is mounted so as not to cause any perturbation to the 
current distribution, the effect of the circuit board will be beneficial to the bandwidth. If the 
board is connected at a. corner of the module, the current distribution will be changed resulting a 
degradation of the bandwidth. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, the design of a front·end antenna module for UCR and its performance analyses by 
computer simulations have been presented. Some proposals have been made in order to increase the 
antenna bandwidth which tends to be a critical problem for small a.ntellnas. An external circuit 
board gives a very large effect on the bandwidth. The analyzed results have shown tl1<l,.t it is 
better to attach the board in such a \vay that it does not give obvious perturbation to the current 
distribution on the module. 

The idea. of implementing the antenna and IlF circuit as a single module has an advantage of 
standardizing the front·end module . In this case, the front-end antenna module can also be used 
for other appLicat ions such as personal communication terminals thereby reducing the development 
cost of such terminals. 
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Fig.3 Three-dimensional Radiation Patterns of the Module 
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